A novel formation control and switching approach for multiple robots in uncertain environments is proposed in this paper. A formation parameter matrix is adopted to establish the relative relationship among the robots, and the formation control problem is converted into the tracking problem of the-off-axis point of the follower to the-off-axis point on the virtual robot, which has the same orientation as that of the leader and maintains a desired relative distance and desired observation angle with respect to the leader. The tracking control law is then designed. An obstacle avoidance strategy combined with formation switching is proposed to avoid collisions in the presence of obstacles, and a fault tolerance strategy is given to deal with the situations when some robots are broken. Simulation results are given to demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Multi-robot systems have attracted considerable attentions over the past decade [1] [2] [3] . By cooperative control of a group of robots, the system may perform tasks that are too difficult or time-consuming for a single robot to perform. Inspired by group formation behaviours from flocks of birds and schools of fish in nature, formation control has been a typical research topic with potential applications such as exploration, surveillance, search and rescue and transportation of large objects.
Generally speaking, formation approaches may be classified into three categories: leader-following [4] , behaviourbased [5] and virtual structure [6] . Fredslund and Mataric [7] propose a formation control strategy using local sensing and minimal communication to achieve global, coordinated behaviour. In the virtual structure [8] , the whole formation is treated as a single entity. Every formation member follows an assigned trajectory to maintain the entire formation structure. This approach limits the potential applications when the formation shape is changeable. Two controllers are proposed: l − ψ controller and l − l controller [9] , which apply the input-output feedback linearization to achieve and maintain a given formation shape for multiple mobile robots. In [10] , Desai et al. combine the nonlinear control theory with graph theory to maintain a prescribed formation and change formation in the presence of obstacles. This paper enumerates the number of control graphs and the possible transitions. A virtual-head robot tracking control approach is presented [11] , which forms and maintains the geometrical shape of a group of mobile robots by a hypothetical head robot tracking a virtual robot, which has the same orientation with the leader and is placed apart from the R-L clearances with it. Three-point l − l control is given to avoid collisions, which remedies the limitations in the establishment of a line formation [12] at the sacrifice of formation precision. The feedback linearization formation control needs to choose the-off-axis point [9] [10] [11] , which is located at the moving direction of the robot and has an offset from the centre. A large offset will cause a large error to the formation, or else, it may lead to illconditioned control action. Shao et al. [13, 14] dedicate to resolve the offset caused by the-off-axis point, which convert the problem into a tracking problem of the-off-axis point of the follower to the virtual robot that lies on the line perpendicular to the orientation of the leader and has a separation from the leader. However, because it needs to guarantee an inner triangular relationship, the desired shapes such as a line formation may not be formed directly.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest among control scientists in swarm robots [15] [16] [17] [18] . Consensus algorithms have been studied in the context of formation control of multiple vehicle systems [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Formation stabilization for multiple unicycles is studied in [20] using a consensus algorithm to achieve point, line, and general formation patterns. A class of formation manoeuvres is proposed in [21] where the desired position of each robot is either communicated to the team by a centralized entity or is preprogrammed on each robot. The robots are to maintain a prespecified formation shape even during transients and in response to environmental disturbances. In [23] , Wu et al. study the consensus problem upon a class of evolving network models with physical position neighbourhood connectivity.
In this paper, to resolve the offset caused by theoff-axis point in the input-output feedback linearization method and achieve arbitrary formation control including the line formation, the formation control problem is converted into a tracking problem of the-off-axis point of the follower to the-off-axis point on the virtual robot, which has the same orientation as that of the leader and keeps a desired relative distance and desired observation angle with respect to its leader. By this local following mode, the whole desired shape may emerge. Moreover, an obstacle avoidance strategy combined with formation switching is given to avoid collisions in the presence of obstacles. Considering the robustness, a fault tolerance strategy is proposed to tackle the situations when some robots are broken. The performance of the proposed approach is verified by simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the formation control and switching approach. The simulation results are addressed in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes the paper.
Formation Control and Switching

Formation Description
The typical formation shapes include line, column, triangle, etc., as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(c) . The system has only one navigator robot who guides the robots. If there are two robots with the local leader-follower relationship, they are called the leader and the follower. We may decompose the entire system into n − 1 subsystems and each one is a leader-follower pair, where n is the number of robots. Naturally, the navigator is a leader and any leader has at least one follower. To describe the formation shape and the relationship among robots, the formation parameter matrix H [13] is denoted as:
where i and j are the numbers of R i and R j , respectively, H sj denotes the formation information of R j , which includes three parts: h 1j is i, which describes the number of its leader R i ; h 2j is the desired distance between R j and R i ; h 3j is the desired observation angle between R j and R i . Generally, R 1 is selected as the navigator, and thus H s1 = [0 0 0] T . Take Fig. 1 (a)-(c) as examples, the formation parameter matrixes are given as follows:
Tracking Control
In this paper, we consider the following nonholonomic model for the robot R:ẋ
where (x, y, θ) denote the position and the orientation of the robot, v and w are the linear and angular velocities, respectively. The formation model for two robots is shown in Fig. 2 . XOY is defined as the global coordinate system. R j and R i are the follower and leader, respectively. R vi is the virtual robot of R i , which has the same orientation with R i and keeps a desired relative distance l ijd and desired observation angle ψ ijd with respect to R i . l ij , and ψ ij are the measured distance and observation angle between R j and R i , respectively. P hj (x hj , y hj ) and P vhi (x vhi , y vhi ) are denoted with the-off-axis points of the follower R j and the virtual robot R vi , respectively. L(L > 0) is the distance between P hj and R j or between P vhi and R vi . Thus, the formation control may be achieved by controlling the point P hj to track P vhi .
From Fig. 2 , we can derive: Figure 2 . Formation model.
The tracking error E v = [e xv e yv ] T between P hj and P vhi can be derived according to (4) and (5).
After derivation, we get:
That is,
Define
T then the error system is rewritten as
The control law u j = [v j w j ] T of R j can be obtained by input-output feedback linearization.
where
⎦ is a positive-definite diagonal matrix, v i and w i are treated as exogenous inputs.
Theorem 1.
Assume that the leader's linear velocity is lower bounded, i.e. v i > 0 , its angular velocity is bounded, i.e. |w i | < W max , and the initial orientation error θ (0) is bounded away from ±π. If the tracking controller (10) is applied to R j , the error system described by (9) is stable and the position errors e xv , e yv converge exponentially to zero.
Proof. Inserting (10) into (9),
is obtained and we have that e xv and e yv converge to zero exponentially. Then we need to show that the internal dynamics is stable, which is equivalent to show the orientation error θ is bounded. We have,θ
Combining (10) with (11), we have,
The nominal system, i.e., ξ(w i , e xv , e yv , θ) = 0 is given
It
which prove that ξ(w i , e xv , e yv , θ) is bounded. Using stability theory of perturbed systems [24] , we can obtain that θ is bounded.
Obstacle Avoidance
To avoid obstacles, the robot will analyse the surrounding environments based on the ultrasonic sensors which are installed on the robot and produce a series of forbidden areas. Through getting rid of these directions which may collide with obstacles, the robot may make safe decisions by utilizing the cost function. From the rear of the robot, the ultrasonic sensors are numbered as
. ρ k is the detecting distance of the kth sensor. If S k (k = 1, . . . , N) does not detect obstacles, then ρ k = s max , or else, ρ k < s max . s max is denoted with the maximum detecting distance. Firstly, the forbidden zones are obtained based on the ultrasonic information. Take the sensor S k (see Fig. 3 ) as an example. Its detecting range is between the radial O i P k1 and O i P k2 . If ρ k > ρ 0 , where ρ 0 is a specified constant, the forbidden zone Ψ k s is Φ; Otherwise, Ψ k s is constructed as follows. Line P k1 P k4 and P k2 P k3 are tangent to the robot, and P k4 and P k3 are the tangent points. O i P k5 P k4 P k1 and O i P k6 P k3 P k2 . Thus, β 1 = arcsin(|O i P k4 |/|O i P k1 |) = arcsin r/ρ k and β 2 = β 1 = arcsin r/ρ k , where r is the robot radius. Then the forbidden zone Ψ k s is described as follows. 
where Boolean expression type = 1 denotes the robot is the system's navigator. ϑ f ∈ Ψ, T is the sampling time period and w jdesir is the angular velocity obtained from the formula (10) . ϑ f that makes the function F (ϑ f ) minimum is selected as the robot's moving direction and w j = ϑ f /T . When Ψ = Φ, there is no proper direction for the robot and it has to rotate. The navigator has a constant speed, and the follower R j endeavours to keep the desired distance with its leader R i .
After derivation, we obtain,
By feedback linearization, the velocity of R j can be obtained as:
where k 1 is the selected positive gain. Remark. From (18), when cos(π − ψ ij ) = 0, that is to say, the denominator is equal to zero, let |ψ ij | = (89π)/90 in this special case to avoid the ill-conditioned control action.
Formation Switching
When the environmental obstacles have a greater impact on the whole formation, it is better to regulate the formation for obstacle avoidance and group motions smoothly. In this paper, we define four types of formations: desired formation, contractive formation, deformative formation and platoon formation, and the formation parameter matrixes are H desired , H contractive , H def ormative , and H platoon , respectively.
Next, formation evaluation indexes are given as follows. Based on the ultrasonic information ρ k (k = 2, . . . , N, k = (N/2) + 1), the navigator calculates d LA min , which is the minimum distance between it and the left detected obstacles, and d RA min , which is the minimum distance between it and the right detected obstacles.
According to the formation parameter matrix H(H ∈ {H desired , H contractive , H def ormative , H platoon }), the leftmost robot R lef t may be obtained and the transverse distance d lef t from R lef t to the navigator can be cal- culated. Similarly, the rightmost robot R right and the transverse distance d right may be obtained. When the following evaluation indexes are satisfied simultaneously, the formation may be maintained, or else, the navigator will issue the command to switch formation directly. The corresponding formation switching procedure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Robot Fault Tolerance
When there is a broken robot, the formation parameter matrix H must be updated in time.
(1) When the broken robot is the navigator R 1 , a new one is required. The robot with the smallest number following the broken navigator will be chosen and we label R m as the new navigator. The related formation information of the robots following the broken navigator will be changed. Take the robot R t (t ∈ 2, . . . , n ∩ t = m) as an example, and the new formation parameter matrix H is, where
(2) When the broken robot is a leader R b (b = 1), which is not the navigator, all its followers will need to rechoose a new leader marked as R m . Take the robot R t (t ∈ 2, . . . , n ∩ t = b ∩ t = m) for example. The new formation parameter matrix H is 
Simulations
Simulations are conducted to illustrate the validity of the proposed approach for multiple robots. The robot is Table 1 . Simulation 1 requires that five robots perform a line formation with a relative distance of 3 when the navigator R 1 moves from the starting point S 1 to the end point G 1 . Figure 5 shows the motion processes and the state diagram for formation switching is shown in Fig. 6 , where 1, 2, 3, and 4 represents the desired formation, contractive formation, deformative formation and platoon formation, respectively. From the figures, it is seen that the multirobot system establishes and maintains the line formation, and then formation switching happens when the system passes through obstacle zones. Finally, the robotic system restores the desired line formation and reaches the goal positions successfully.
In simulation 2, three robots keep a line formation with a relative distance of 3. R 1 is the navigator and it moves from S 1 to G 1 . There are two obstacles Obs1 and Obs2 in the environment. The trajectories are shown in Fig. 7 . With the leadership of R 1 , the followers R 2 and R 3 start from their respective initial points S 2 and S 3 , avoid potential collisions with the obstacles through formation switching, and finally arrive at G 2 and G 3 , respectively.
Simulation 3 is used to compare the effect of formation switching with that of no switching. The results are shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) . It is seen that the formation switching may bring a better coordinated motion when the system passes through obstacle zones.
In simulation 4, five robots perform a line formation with the navigator R 1 turning. When the robot R 2 is broken at position G 2 , its follower R 4 has to re-choose R 1 as its new leader. The trajectories of robots are shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows that the robotic system has the capability to cope with some unexpected cases.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach for formation control and switching of multiple robots in uncertain environments. The proposed approach may resolve the offset caused by the-off-axis point and achieve arbitrary formation control including the line formation. A series of designs involving tracking control law, obstacle avoidance, formation switching and fault tolerance ensure better implementation of cooperative formation and enhance the flexibility and robustness of the system. Simulation results demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach.
